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Everyone is invited to the AGM on

Thursday 5th August
at 6.30pm
Kirribilli Neighbourhood
Centre, 16 Fitzroy St,
Kirribilli.
The AGM will be preceded by a special
general meeting to confirm the
appointment of five new Honorary Life
Members: Heather Roy, Trude Kallir,
Ray Mathieson and Arthur Cunningham,
and to present each with their Certificate
of Honorary Life Membership.
Nominations for elected committee
positions will be accepted at the AGM.
Why don’t you come along and meet our
new life members. These people have
helped make our club the success it is
today.
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Photo Suzanne Aubrun

On a recent bushwalk one of our
members suffered an episode of severe
dehydration or “heat stroke” manifested
as significant shortness of breath,
collapse and loss of consciousness. He
had been perspiring profusely and not
drinking much water. When water is lost
through perspiration, more water must
be consumed to replace it and avoid
dehydration. So if you are perspiring,
you should also be drinking some water
frequently.
We all know that dehydration is best
avoided by drinking sufficient water.
The body cannot tolerate large changes
in total body water, so consumption of
water must be similar to its loss. It’s
important to drink water constantly as
the body can only absorb 600-800mls
per hour. Therefore, if you become
dehydrated it will take a long while to
rehydrate because the body cannot
absorb a large quantity of fluid quickly
even if it needs to do so.
However, if it’s a hot day and we are on
a walk when we are trying to keep up
and do not have easily accessible water,
it’s quite easy to become dehydrated and
have symptoms such as headache or
fatigue. So it’s important that leaders
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have regular drink breaks so walkers
have time to take a water container out
of their packs. Bladders are helpful as
they enable small amounts of water to be
drunk often.
However, when symptoms are severe, as
in this situation, emergency help is
needed IMMEDIATELY as severe
dehydration may be fatal. Symptoms of
severe dehydration include:
• Nausea
• Vomiting
• Headache
• Lethargy
• Racing pulse
• Mental confusion
• Difficulty breathing
• Chest and abdominal pain
• Loss of consciousness
These are not the only symptoms of
severe dehydration but they are the most
common.
The walk we were on was off-track
when the symptoms became evident, but
luckily the area had mobile phone
coverage.
Fortunately, one of our medico members
was present and he looked after the
patient. His first action was to insist the
patient lie down in the shade. The patient
was then given small amounts of fluids
frequently—to avoid reflex vomiting—
over the next hour or so until the
helicopter arrived.
Important aspects to remember when
treating dehydration are:
• Do not move the person if possible
(after about an hour we eventually
had him move a small distance to a
place where the helicopter could
lower someone down to organise the
evacuation.
• When a person becomes dehydrated
they have also lost electrolytes, which
must be replenished along with the
water. The electrolytes needed for
rehydration are sodium and potassium
salts usually found in sports drinks
like Gatorade.
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• Do not give food if a person is
dehydrated as eating any food will
only dehydrate the body more since
fluids are required for digestion.
I found the symptoms of dehydration
quite frightening – extreme pallor, loss
of consciousness and uncontrollable
jerking. This incident illustrates that all
members need to be aware of the
importance of taking adequate water and
drinking it, as well as being familiar with
the symptoms of dehydration.

Photo Suzanne Aubrun
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The Committee has changed the
requirement for a walk to be classified as
an official club walk. The minimum
number of members (including the
leader) and prospective members is now
FOUR (it was previously three). The
reason for the change is that, in the case
of an accident, one person can stay with
the injured person, while the other two
go for help.
When there are fewer than four members
and prospective members (guests do not
count), the insurance is still valid if:
• the Walks Secretary is notified by
phone before the walk takes place;
• at least two members (or
prospectives) wish to continue with
the walk.
In addition, you will notice that the walk
grading system for Winter is based on a
six-point scale to be consistent with the
Confederation Guidelines as described in
the Walk Program preamble.
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Membership fees for next year are to be
reduced by $5 to $30 for individuals and
$50 for household memberships.
The reduction is due to significant
savings in Newsletter printing and
distribution
costs
as
members
increasingly choose to take email
delivery of the quarterly Newsletter. At
last mailing, almost half of our members
received the Newsletter by email, whilst
more than 300 Newsletters were printed
and mailed conventionally at a cost of
$4.25 each or $5,100 per annum.
The cost benefits of email delivery are
obvious - but there are other benefits:
• Reduced environmental impact.
• Attractive colour production
• Never mislaid – Its always where
you left it on your desktop.
• Easily set to open just where you
left it last. (PDF file: see below)
Some members may choose to print their
report either in full, or only those pages
that they want in hard copy.
Other members may prefer to leave the
soft file on their computer desktop and
only access the report on-screen. By
setting document-access parameters in
PDF files you can easily set the
document to always open just where you
left it the last time you accessed it.
Here’s how to set it:
With any PDF file open:
1. Select ‘document’ from the toolbar
at the top of the screen.
2. Select: ‘Accessibility Setup Assistant’
3. Click through several screens by
entering ‘next’, ‘next’ etc until
screen 5 of 5.
4. Select: ‘Reopen documents to the
last viewed page’
5. Enter: ‘done’
Once confirmed, any PDF file will
always open at that point where you last
left it but you can still scroll back and
forth if you need to. Of course you can
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always undo the setting by following the
same steps and un-clicking the option.
Clearly, many members are unable to
accept email editions of the newsletter.
Others wish to receive hard copy for a
variety of reasons. The club will
continue to accommodate those wishes.
However, the cost reductions now being
made and flowing back to members in
reduced fees mean that it’s timely to ask
members to reconsider their preferences
in light of the benefits of email.
If you’d like to try the email edition
simply email Ron Mead and ask him to
change your preference to soft copy
(eppingmead@gmail.com). If you find
don’t like it and want to revert to hard
copy, just ask him to change back to
hard copy.
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Catch up with old friends
and make new ones
Non-walkers, prospective
members and partners are very
welcome
Join us for a walk
and afternoon tea
WHEN
Saturday 25th September 2010
Afternoon Tea 1.30pm - 3.30pm
WHERE
The Wildflower Centre Ku-ring-gai
Wildflower Garden
Mona Vale Rd, St Ives
WHAT WE PROVIDE
Birthday cake, tea, coffee
WHAT YOU PROVIDE
Alcohol, soft drink, and other
nibbles if required
A variety of walks to the
Wildflower Garden will be offered
in the Spring Program using the
Club’s new walks grading system
Check the Spring Program for
walks and further details.
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By Maureen Carter
I was particularly pleased with this walk,
advertised as a walk in Croajingalong
National Park. I applied for a permit in
early October, but when my telephone
calls were finally returned, Parks
Victoria told me that my permit
application could not be located. I
consulted Kenn and decided to put on
another section of my meander to
Melbourne, beginning where we finished
our Nadgee walk last year.

Members of the party were Edith Baker,
Kenn Clacher, Pamela Irving, Margaret
Rozea, David and Maureen Carter
(SBW) and Eric Easterbrook (Bush
Club). Pamela, Margaret and Maureen
are also Bush Club members.
On 28 December we began walking
down the lawyer vine-lined Merrica
River from the Ranger Station, avoided
the tiger snake and camped on the river
just opposite Wonboyn Hill (184m).
Next morning we climbed the hill before
heading down to the southern end of
South Wonboyn Beach for a lovely
swim in the ocean. Luck was with us that
day as the opening to Wonboyn Lake
was cut off for the first time in ten years.
So rather than obtain a boat ride across
the lake we walked along North
Wonboyn Beach, having first filled our
water bottles at the National Parks tank
at the car park which was another bonus.
That night we camped in a perfect spot
behind the beach in shade on the grass
and spent the afternoon and evening
relaxing and swimming.
On day 3 we climbed just 120m to the
road to Green Cape Lighthouse where
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the Ranger offered us her tank water.
Several people visited City Rock on the
way. We began the Light-to-Light walk
after morning tea and some walkers
visited Pulpit Rock, but we all met up at
Bittangabee Bay campsite to collect
crystal clear drinking water, which we
carried to our idyllic campsite at
Hegartys Bay. After a 17 or 18km day
we enjoyed a soak in the bay before our
evening meal on closely cropped, grassy
sites.
Day 4 produced yet another perfectly
blue day with light sea breezes as we
continued on the Light-to-Light walk
with occasional sections along the rocks
above the ocean and many kilometres of
well-defined paths through heath land or
forests of banksia, hakea and eucalypts.
We collected water from another NP
campsite at Saltwater Creek where some
of us had a swim, then walked on to
spend New Years Eve with an extended
and delicious happy hour at Mowarry
Beach, which had cooling surf and a
resident goanna seeking food.

On our final day we had less than three
hours walking to the tower which Mr
Boyd had hoped would be a lighthouse
but the authorities thought otherwise and
the sandstone structure was used to spot
whales for the whaling industry instead.
We all finished feeling relaxed after a
relatively easy walk, even though water
had to be carried for three of the four
camps. The prolonged drought has dried
up all the little streams except one that
was too far from our campsite.
Hopefully, I will be able to obtain a
permit to walk in Croajingalong National
Park next Christmas.
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HAVE YOU EVER THOUGHT
ABOUT LEADING A WALK?
Do you need a few more skills?
Boost your confidence and develop
your skills by attending The Bush
Club half-day leadership training
session for new and potential
leaders.
Contact Tony Hickson by email:
tonyhickson3@bigpond.com or
phone him on 94192546 or
0417200980
Please indicate the days of the
weeks that would be most suitable
for you to attend a half-day training
session.
HELP KEEP OUR CLUB STRONG
AND HAVE A LOT OF FUN AT THE
SAME TIME
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A FFRRIIEENNDD!!
Asking a more experienced leader to
come along as support is a great way to
start leading. If you’re not sure who to
ask, phone:
MIKE PRATT
PHONE: 9588 2894 (7:30 -8:30pm)
E MAIL: kimichi@bigpond.com

Mike will be happy to find a co-leader
for you. The co-leader will share the
planning and implementation of your
walk.
Enjoy learning new skills and experience
the satisfaction of contributing to a great
day out.
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By Cavan Hogue
Fifteen Bush Club members did a remote
area first aid training course run by Wild
Aid First Aid on the weekend of 6/7
March. Some of us had done other
courses but we found this one very good.
The first thing to note is that the title is a
bit misleading. Certainly the course
covered what to do in remote areas and it
did cover things like the use of PLBs and
how to look after casualties who might
have to wait many hours before help
arrived. However, most of what we
learned would be just as useful to less
remote bush walks and even city walks.
You can die from breathing or bleeding
problems in a few minutes and, even in
the city, ambulances can take ten
minutes or more to arrive under the best
of circumstances. So whether the
accident happens at Mount Solitary or in
Centennial Park you need these skills.
The course was well taught and well run
but what set it apart from other courses I
have done was the hands-on approach.
After a brief briefing in the hall, we went
out to the lawn and for two days spent
most of the time facing realistic
situations. These involved considerable
quantities of tomato sauce and other
forms of gore.
The usual format was for volunteers to
act as casualties for an exercise and then
for teams of three to come upon them in
the bush. The casualties showed
unexpected talent and I understand Cate
Blanchett is offering some of them long
term contracts with the Sydney Theatre
Company. They suffered not only
broken limbs and embedded objects but
also were unconscious, had breathing
problems and serious bleedings. As the
course progressed, the injuries got more
serious and more numerous and so did
the thespian brilliance.
The teams had to assess the situation,
allot priorities and decide what “critical
intervention” was called for. They then
did what needed to be done. The
teachers went around commenting and
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then we had a wrap up session where
lessons were learned and general
comments made. This format was really
good because we had the practical
exercise combined with comment on it.
The basic approach was repeated and the
bottom line was to drum an approach
into us that could be applied to all
situations.
One thing that was stressed was the need
for one leader. Either people stood
around afraid to do anything or there
were lots of chiefs and no Indians. In a
Bush Club walk the walks leader would
take charge but might delegate
leadership to someone better qualified.
The first aid qualifications column on
our walk report form will help leaders
with this.
The focus was on how to keep people
alive until help arrived and how to
minimise permanent damage. It seems to
me that this is what matters most to
bushwalkers.
I would recommend this course to all
Bush Club walks leaders and to any
others interested.

BBUUSSHH CCLLUUBB LLIIBBRRA
ARRY
YA
APPPPEEA
ALL
The Bush Club Library recently
benefited by acquiring some 200 maps,
1:25,000 series. The map collection now
covers most of the west and south west
of the State down to the NSW - Victoria
border. The library is always willing to
receive materials: books, biographies of
walkers, track notes, maps, photographs
and general bushwalking memorabilia.
Old 1" to the mile, and 2" to mile maps
are of particular interest. If you are no
longer using your maps or you are
involved in downsizing, cleaning out or
winding up an estate please be assured
that the Bush Club Library is a safe
repository for such treasures.
Contact Michael Keats
Tel/fax (02) 9144 2096
email mjmkeats@easy.com.au
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By Frances Hunt
For this, my inaugural leadership walk, I
chose the easiest walk I know. The tone
was set by two emails from a mysterious
walker asking if she could come on this
walk. I replied politely to both emails
saying she was very welcome.
I had thought I made the instructions
clear; meet at bus stop on the south
western side of The Spit. In fact I
planned to walk south from there to
Parriwi Park because I think it’s a hidden
gem, a surprisingly quiet piece of
pristine bushland, perched above one of
the busiest roads in Sydney (where the
highest grossing speed cameras in
Sydney await the unwary).
Right at the beginning of the walk the
“Brown’s Cows” factor emerged. Five
walkers arrived on time at the bus stop,
with the news that they had caught the
“earlier” bus because all buses were
running late. (Leader’s first dilemma:
how long to wait?) One of the walkers
told me then that most leaders walked
too fast for her. (Leader’s second
dilemma: how slowly should I walk?)
Another walker showed signs of
impatience at the wait.
Carol Henderson, a welcome presence,
suggested that some walkers might be
waiting at the traditional starting place
for this walk; at the park to the north of
the bridge. While I rushed across the
bridge to check, Carol obligingly took 4
walkers to Parriwi Park while Frank
Brumen waited for stragglers at the bus
stop. It was fortunate that Robert
Robinson was across the bridge because
he was not the only one waiting there.
We set off to Manly about an hour after
the planned time. All went well until the
toilet stop at Clontarf where, after most
of the women used the toilet, I found
myself locked in with a free spinning
deadlock. Fortunately my thumping on
the door and shouts for help were heard.
With some effort I was able to climb to
the space above the door jamb. (See the
photos). Where were all the troops at this
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time? Milling around the toilet
pondering the fate of their leader!
However, luckily someone found two
painters who helped me down with a
ladder. I think we made their day: a
group of elderly walkers, one of whom
was actually able to climb over the door!
This mishap proved to be a bonding
experience for the group.

We had morning tea on the rocks above
Washaway Beach and Neville, Carol and
I climbed down to join a couple of
nudists. Thankfully, the short walk to
Grotto Point proved uneventful. We set
off for Crater Cove where I had planned
lunch. One walker decided to wait at
Forty Baskets beach. Another one left us
at this point and we happened to meet
another Bushclub member and her friend
who joined us for a while.

the toilets. To his chagrin, he and
everyone nearby were able to hear the
musak, which automatically played as he
used the toilet.
I was very grateful for the unexpected
presence of Carol and Robert and for the
perfect weather to make my first
leadership walk ultimately successful.
When I turned my computer on back
home there was yet another email from
the walker who had twice requested my
permission to join the walk. She had got
the day wrong.
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GUIDELINES FOR LEADERS
S
The Committee recommends a Member
Priority Booking System to ensure that
visitors/guests do not obtain places
ahead of Club Members on trips.
Leaders are encouraged to apply
"Member Priority Booking" to any
activity where numbers are limited and
there is likely to be a waiting list.

Additional copies
available for
friends and
relations

You can buy additional copies of the
Celebrating Seventy book for $10 each.
A CD, which includes the Celebrating 50
and Celebrating 60 books, is available
for $10. Buy them from
Bob Taffel
9958 6825
rtaffel@hotmail.com

SSEEEE Y
YOOUURR NNA
AM
MEE IINN PPRRIINNTT!!

Later at the Forty Baskets toilets Robert
Robinson spent a considerable time
pushing buttons to gain access to one of
Winter 2010

The newsletter is your place to share
experiences, information and stories with
other members. I would love members
who have been on a walking trip to send
me a short article, preferably with
accompanying pictures! If you are
planning a trip just remember to keep
some notes for an article. Please send
articles you think will interest our
members to:
lynneouthred@gmail.com
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By Michael Keats
“I will arrange lunch and bring a bottle
of red.” Not many interviewees respond
so positively to a request for an in-depth
cross-examination! The confirming
conversation got even better. “Let’s meet
at Hawkesbury River, it is a pleasant
spot, about half way for each of us, and I
know a great little café.” There is only
one Bush Club leader who would do
such detailed homework to ensure a
successful meeting – Bill Macks.

We duly met opposite Hawkesbury
River Railway station at the historical
marker
commemorating
Governor
Phillip’s visit to the area in 1789 and
briefly reflected on that journey of
discovery. Equipped with recording
materials, I followed Bill into a
courtyard surrounded by Madagascan
Triangle Palms (Dypsis decaryi) where
he confirmed arrangements. He was
obviously on a first name basis with our
host. While I made ready, Bill was
generously filling two wine glasses for a
well-lubricated interview.
Following retirement as an orchardist at
Werombi, near Camden, Bill moved to
Sydney where he started bushwalking
with a club called the ‘Up and Downers.’
A fee was charged to participate in
walks. Bill soon found himself being
seconded as a back up leader. “I think I
was
chosen
because
of
my
Winter 2010

temperament.” There is no doubt this
was a significant reason - Bill inspires
trust, confidence and exudes the essence
of dependability.
Bill also joined the National Parks
Association (NPA) as the walking was
“free.” When you want to walk 5 days a
week paying for the privilege is a bit
much. I asked Bill how he came to join
the Bush Club. He recalls a fellow in the
NPA by the name of Ray Simpson who
made the suggestion after he mentioned
he wanted to go on walks that had a bit
more substance. He remembered Ray
was a bit cynical about the Bush Club
requirement of “qualifying walks,”
which he regarded as elitist. However,
Bill commented to me that the qualifying
walks procedure so that prospective
members discover whether the Bush
Club is the right club for them to join is
a very positive process. Bill believes it is
one of the best features of Bush Club
membership.
Bill made the move to live on the
Central Coast some 9 years ago. By then
bush walking was in his blood - five
days a week he was ‘out on the track.’
His first local walking club was the
Central Coast Branch of the NPA but he
felt a lot of the walks offered on the
program failed to deliver their full
potential. With his very close personal
friend Helen Hawkes, Bill commenced a
systematic process of research and
rediscovery of old walks and old
walking tracks on the Central Coast.
Soon after joining the Bush Club, I spent
quite a lot of time with Bill exploring
such exotic places as Canada Drop
Down Creek and other similar areas. I
vividly remember many of the walks
where leeches were the dominant form
of wild life and they came from miles
around to feast on our company. On a
private walk with Bill, Ron Mead and
Mark Weatherley, in January 2003, we
ventured along the Maculata Track and
Whitemans Ridge to Little Jilliby Creek.
It was here that I renewed my interest in
native orchids with the discovery of
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Calanthe triplicata with its distinctive
flowers.

Many bushwalkers have found what is
on the ground is often as variance with
official topographic maps and records.
What Bill did was to commence
systematically recording, correcting and
compiling such details, and constructing
and testing, what he describes as
‘satisfying walks.’ To use his expression
he was developing his ‘brand.’
We had a good talk about this process. It
has the hallmarks of a sophisticated
business plan and is executed with flair.
Call it a formula or a recipe – it works.
The walks are not overly long and are
designed for the ‘middle of the market’.
Bill says, “I leave the easy (coffee shop)
walks and the extreme walks (like that
fellow Michael Keats does) to others.”
On each walk Bill has planned locations
for morning tea and lunch. They may not
be the same spots each time he does the
walk, but he knows how to maximize the
feel-good factors for each walk. Does the
process work? The evidence is there.
Bill’s walks are never under-subscribed
and an average more than 60% of
participants for each walk ‘come up
from Sydney.’
Bill has a strong portfolio of walks and
they are all documented. His philosophy
is no walk is ever repeated in a 12month
cycle and certain walks may only be
offered every 2 or 3 years. Some walks
such as the one that includes Spion Kop,
Bill now leaves to others to lead, as the
responsibilities of the ladder climb are
too onerous. Bill also has a large number
of documented ‘other walks’ that fail the
test for addition to the active portfolio.
Winter 2010

The scope of Bill’s ‘territory’ is vast. It
extends up the coast, nudging the
southern suburbs of Newcastle, and west
to include the Watagan Mountains. The
southwest includes all that interesting
country bordering on the Hawkesbury
River. Bill has a particular love for the
area around Patonga, Little Wobby and
Wondabyne that is characterized by
classic fenestrated coastal river scenery
and
adorned
with
magnificent
wildflowers in springtime.
Because of his sound approach Bill is
often invited to work with other groups
including the NP&WS. When the five
additional areas were being added to
Bouddi National Park, Bill was invited
to provide input into the process of track
development.
Is Bill now sitting on his bushwalking
laurels? No way. He is busy developing
more walks in the former Onley State
Forest (now rebadged as the Jilliby
Special Conservation Area). If you have
not yet walked with Bill, I strongly
recommend the experience of a day out
with a leader who really knows his walks
portfolio.
Our discussions continued over a very
pleasant grilled fish and salad lunch
while the level in the bottle continued to
sink. When it came time to say good bye
I have to confess to being in need of a
post prandial nap, which I duly took on
the roadside before heading home.

TTRRA
AVVEELLLLIINNGG SSEECCOONNDD
A note to new and prospective
members of the club
We have a tradition of travelling in the
second carriage on trains. So look for
people with hats and backpacks in
Carriage 2.

TTHHEE BBUUSSHHW
WA
ALLKKEERR
Download the Bushwalker magazine
from the Confederation website
http://www.bushwalking.org.au/mag.html
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By Michael Keats
This walk was an exploration of the
southern rim of the Capertee Valley. It is
characterised by high, near perpendicular
cliffs and broad expansive valley views.
On the day we were there weather
walking conditions were close to ideal,
perhaps a tad warmer than I like but
none the less very pleasant. Our group
comprised Michael Keats, (leader), Dave
Dash, Stephen Murray, Marion Davies,
(members) and Kent Dwyer (guest). The
logistics of leaving my vehicle at the end
of the walk was not straightforward
because a very large tree blocked the
road south of Jews Creek ford.
We set off soon after 9am. The trail is
very steep and on highly unstable shales
so much so that tipping forward while
walking was hard to resist but
fortunately no one fell.
We headed north through open ironbark
and stringy bark forest. On the forest
floor we saw specimens of the ground
orchid Pterostylis monticola, the pale
green hoods of this distinctive species
were difficult to discern.

Coming upon Coco Creek was a bit of a
surprise. Here the creek has cut down
deep into the rock, forming sharp,
angular cliffs over 100m high that
support markedly different vegetation.
At the bottom we were suddenly in a
world of maiden- hair ferns and other
soft herbs. A nearby pool in the creek
was the only water seen all day.
We pushed on down Coco Creek
enjoying the lush green verdure and easy
progress until we reached a junction with
a side creek, and a simply delightful
Winter 2010

shaded, level grassy area- just perfect for
morning tea. An out of season flowering
of the Possum Wood tree, Quintinia
sieberi, with its stunning inflorescence
just added to the beauty of the spot.
Marion gladdened all of us by producing
a box of ginger nut cookies. What more
could you ask?
Well, all good things must come to an
end and after our break we began the
ascent of the adjoining knife- edge spur
to the east. The climb up the spur was
easy and rapid. A Native Fig, Ficus
obliqua, was colonising a key spot for
capturing rainfall. It looked fantastic
complementing the lichen-encrusted
rocks. The spur we chose has a strategic
position providing great views both up
and down Coco Creek.
We encountered a number of isolated
plants of prickly pear (Opuntia sp.).
Steve thought he would do the right
thing and pull a few out. Several very
painful needle- like thorns later he called
off the idea. Further on we encountered
the remnants of an old property fence
line, the former land use possibly also
the source of the prickly pear.
In a gully we found several active
Wombat burrows, before a wombat
ambled by checking his territory. When
he picked up our scent he took off at
high speed.
The open nature of the terrain ensured
we made excellent time, even though we
were gaining elevation as we headed
closer and closer to Baal Bone Point so
that when we intersected the walkers
track that is used to access Pantoneys
Crown we were above the 800m contour
–most of the climbing having been done.
The final climb (rock scramble) up Baal
Bone Point is easy even though the old
log that used to facilitate the climb has
rotted away. A collection of small logs is
now in place.
Once on top the vista is awesome. Every
high point around the Capertee Valley
rim is there to see and appreciate. Even
allowing for the up and down of entering
Coco Creek I think this route would be
an easier way to walk to Pantoneys
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Crown. It is less than two-thirds the
distance from Baal Bone Gap and you
avoid the climb up and down Baal Bone
Point leaving all your energy and time to
climb and explore the Crown.

We now headed for Baal Bone Point
(983m) as a lunch destination. Enjoyed
great views, including the hairpin switch
back on the Murdocks Trail where our
vehicle was parked. After lunch, with
packs much lighter, we set off along the
tight, narrow neck that connects Baal
Bone Point to the Great Dividing Range.
There was some interesting pagoda
negotiation and a lot of bush pushing.

Membership Report
Sandra Bushell

Thank you to John Wilson, who did a
great job relieving in the Membership
Secretary role while I was on holidays.
Members:
594 Prospectives: 99
Congratulations to the New Members
approved by Sub-committee since last
newsletter:
Ted Woodley, Meg Kwon, Barry Lance,
Elizabeth Way, Robert (Bob) Way,
Nicki Walsh, David Hufton, Lenka
Uvirova, Robert (Bob) Seibright,
Laurence (Laurie) Treloar, Wendy
Goldring, Tania Chernih, Janette AllenFiore, Margaret Friedli, Margaret
Skinner
Changes to the regulations regarding
prospective membership
Prospective members must complete
their 3 qualifying walks by the end of the
financial year in which they joined.
Otherwise they may continue their
prospective memberships by paying for
the next financial year. The three
qualifying walks are to be completed in
the twelve months prior to the
submission date of their full membership
application.
Web Information
www.bushclub.org.au
Jacqui Hickson

Eventually we intersected the Moffitts
Track and a simple road walk to my
vehicle. It was on this walk back that we
discovered that not one but several large
trees had fallen across the road and,
determined 4WD drivers had constructed
alternate routes to get around every one
of them. It was disappointing to see the
number of bike tracks in Jews Creek,
which is currently a regeneration area.
All in all, a very pleasant day out
Winter 2010

Lots of great new photos of walks – so
many I can hardly keep up with them.
Thanks to all the photographers who are
contributing.
For leaders – a new walk submission
form, which includes specific details you
could include in your walk description.
If we as leaders get our descriptions right
then everyone will know what to expect
on the walk – a plus for both leader and
participants. You can also see the list on
the 'Notes for leaders and walkers' page
Keep up with all the news and what's
new on the 'Latest news' page
bcwebmaster@hotmail.com
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A continuous walking route along the
foreshores of the Parramatta River from
Gladesville Bridge to North Parramatta
is almost complete. The three maps will
be ready for web publication on the
Department of Planning and Walking
Coastal Sydney websites for use of
recreational walkers. Brochures will be
available in the near future and the walk
will become part of the current series of
Walking Sydney Harbour and Coastal
Sydney brochures that are available at
www.walkingcoastalsydney.com.au.
The walk will include previously
inaccessible land that was first occupied
by the Female Factory at Parramatta,
which was completed and occupied in
February 1821. The Female Factory
complex contained a three storey central
dormitory/mess building, extensive out
buildings, gardens and solitary cells all
enclosed within a high perimeter wall.
The Factory was designed by Francis
Greenway and was similar in scale and
layout to Hyde Park Barracks.
The Factory was sited close to the
Parramatta River so the women could
spin flax and bleach linen. They also
made rope and spun and carded wool.
The Factory was mainly used to house
women who had committed local
offences, convict women with children
and convict girls who were unsuitable
for work with the settlers. Originally
designed to house 300 women, in 1842 it
housed 1203 women and 263 children.
In 1847 the Female Factory was reassigned as a convict Invalid and Lunatic
Asylum and is the longest operating
psychiatric hospital in Australia. Today
many of the original buildings can still
be seen in the hospital grounds.
Apparently in 1788 Governor Phillip
made camp on the site of the present
hospital so it will be a walk with much
historical significance.
Winter 2010

Office Bearers
2009-2010
President
Vice President
Vice President
Club Secretary
Assistant
Secretary
Treasurer
Walks Secretary
Membership
Training Officer
SNW Coordinator
Newsletter
Committee
Webmaster
Librarian
Social Secretary
Insurance Officer
Database
Manager
Committee
Members
Honorary Auditor
Confederation
representatives
Search and
rescue
representatives

Bob Taffel
John Cooper
Lynne Outhred
Carol Henderson
Graham Conden

9958 6825
9449 7369
9484 2657
9879 6709
9413 9996

Bob Wood
John Cooper
Sandra Bushell
Tony Hickson

9531 0135
9449 7369
9665 6778
9419 2546

Bev Barnett
Lynne Outhred
Jacqui Hickson
Michael Keats
Michael Pratt
Trevor Brown

9876 3252
9484 2657
9419 2546
9144 2096
9588 2894
9484 4786

Ron Mead

9871 2580

Trevor Brown
Robert Robinson
John Wilson
Terry Hogan
Graham Conden
Dick Weston
Kaye Birch
Graham Conden
Dick Weston

9484 4786
9484 2182
9880 8454
9498 8182
9413 9996
4753 1003
9449 9759
9413 9996
4753 1003

HHEEA
ARRDD OONN TTHHEE TTRRA
ACCKK
A male walker hesitantly admitted to a
group of women walkers that the zip on
his fly was broken. One of the women,
intent on consoling him, commented
“It’s okay, dead birds don’t fall out of
the nest!”
Who posed the question “What period
does the Winter Walks Program cover?”

Sunrise at Splendour Rock
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